Abstruct-We consider reliable multicast in overlay networks where nodes have finite-size buffers and are subject to failures. We address issues of end-to-end reliability and throughput scalability in this framework. We propose a simple architecture which consists of using distinct pointto-point TCP Connections between adjacent pairs of endsystems, together with a back-pressure control mechanism regulating the transfers of adjacent TCP connections, as well as a back-up buffering system handling node failures. This architecture, that we call the One-fo-Many TCP Overlay, is a natural extension of TCP to the one-to-many case, in that it adapts the rate of the group communication to Iocal congestion in a decentralized way via the window back-pressure mechanism. Using theoretical investigations, experimentations in the Internet, and large network simulations, we show that this architecture provides end-to-end reliability and can tolerate multiple simultaneous node failures, provided the backup buffers are sized appropriately. We also show that under random perturbations caused hy cross traffic described in the paper, the throughput of this rehble group communication is always larger than a positive constant, that does not depend on the group size.
I. INTRODUCTlON
With the proliferation of broadband Internet access; end-system multicast (also referred to as applicationlevel multicast) becomes a practically feasibIe and appealing alternative to IP-supported multicast which has been experiencing deployment obstacles.
In the end-system multicast architecture, one forms an overlay tree by establishing directed point-to-point connections between end-systems, where each end-system duplicates and forwards data Lo downstream end-systems in a store-and-forward way. Note that the nodes of the multicast tree are end-systems rather than routers as in IP-supported multicast. Since this architecture may be less efficient than IP-supported 
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A natural way of improving the reliability and the TCP friendliness of end-system multicast is to use pointto-point TCP connections between nodes as proposed in RMX (51. Overcast (61 and ROMA [7] . There is an increasing interest in usins TCP baed multicast overlays for real time applications (see studies on multimedia streaming over TCP [8] , [SJ) . TCP is indeed an appealing alternative of UDP for such applications due to a number of advantages such as fair bandwidth sharing, in-order delivery and passing through client imposed firewalls. TCP is also the best candidate for point to point connections for applications which require reliable data delivery as it provides local recovery from packet losses in network links.
An important remaining issue with such overlay networks is their end-to-end reliabili5. In case of a node failure, the nodes in the subtree rooted at the failed node need, on one hand, IO be re-attached to the remaining tree and, on the other hand, to get TCP sessions established from where they are stopped. The former is referred to as the resiliency issue in the literature (see e.g. [lo] ), which, in this context, consists in the detection of failures and in the reconstruction of trees. When using TCP point-topoint connections, it is not clear how known resiIiency mechanisms can be extended to achieve reliability for large groups. While it is relatively easy to find nodes of re-attachment and thus to reconstruct the tree, it is not guaranteed that the data flows can be restarted from where they are stopped. As the forwarding buffers of the nodes in the overlay network have finite size, it may happen that the packets needed by the newly established TCP sessions are no longer in the forwarding buffers. Another important reliability issue stems from the fact h a t even when nodes never fail, some packets may be lost in a node due to buffer overflow. In this paper, we consider reliable multicast in overlay networks where nodes have finite-size buffers and can fail. We propose a simple architecture which consists of using distinct point-to-point TCP connections between adjacent pairs of end-systems, Logethcr with a backpressure control mechanism (as in [ll] , [12] ) regulating the transfers of adjacent TCP connections, as well as a back-up buffering system handling node failures, This architecture, that we call the One-to-Man? TUP Overlay, is a natural extension of TCP to the one-to-many case, in that it adapts the rate of the group communication to local congestion in a decentralized way via the window back-pressure mechanism. Using heoretical investigations and experimentations in the Internet, we show that this architecture provides end-to-end reliability and can tolerate multiple simultaneous node failures, provided the backup buffers are sized appropriately.
The second issue that arises in reliable multicasting pertains to performance when the group size is large. Significant effort has been spent to evaluate the performance of IP-supported reliable multicast transport protocols [13]- [16] . In particukr, it was shown in [IS] and [ 161 that for P-supported reliable multicast schemes using a TCP like control, the group throughput decreases and tends to zero when the group size increases.
Within the context of end-system multicast. this issue was studied in [17] for the case of infinite-size buffers in end-systems. It was shown that such a end-system multicast scales in the sense that the group throughput is lower bounded by a positive constant independent of the group size. In [7], the scalability issue is considered for a similar case where the downstream TCP connections are assumed not to affect the upstream TCP connections. The case of finite-size buffers was fist studied in 1121, where the authors investigated a TCP-friendly congestion control mechanism with fixed window-size for node-to-node transfers. Simulation results were presented showing a sharp decrease of throughput with the size of the group for moderate group sizes. One of the conclusions drawn from this observation is that the inputloutput buffer size plays a key role and should perhaps be increased to infinity with the size of the muiticast group.
We prove that for finite node buffers, rhe group throughput of the one-to-many TCP overlay is also bounded from below by a strictly positive constant which does not depend on the group size. The assumptions, which are described in Section 111-F, consist of statistical guarantees on each point to point route and of the boundedness of the fan-out degree of the multicast tree.
This contrasts with the known result established about the non-scalability of IP-supported multicast based on TCP-like control. It also shows that the unbounded increase of the node buffer size which is suggested in [12] in order to cope with larger and larger groups is not necessary to guarantee a group throughput.
It is wonhwhile noticing that in this One-to-Many TCP architecture, nodes influence each other both downstream (when the slow down of a node slows downs its offspring nodes through the delay incurred by forwarded packets) and upstream (via the back-pressure mechanism). This contrasts with the case without backpressure where nodes influence downstream nodes only. A con-
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sequence of this acyclicity is that the group throughput is here a function of the parameters of the whole tree (topology, buffer sizes, random packet ECN marking or random packet losses and random effects of cross traffic).
Another new modeling difficulty comes from the fact that packets need to be relayed in sequence by a node.
In order to address these modeling and performance evaluation issues, we introduce a new class of random L graphs with random weight in vertices and a random set of edges and we show that the group throughput can be interpreted in terms of first passage percolation in such a random graph. The main practical conclusion concerning performance is based on experiments and simulation. Et bears on the actual value of the group throughput that is achieved inside a group of large size. We compare this to some reference throughput. defined as the worst long term average rate which can be separately achieved by TCP on a route between two end-systems in a standalone mode. Compared to this reference, and for a wide range of parameters, the degradation of the group throughput induced by back-pressure is less than 20%.
The paper is organized as follows. The next section describes the multicast overlay architecture. The throughput scalability results are presented in $111. Section IV describes the algorithms ensuring overall reliability and gives a proof of their end-to-end reliability properties.
Simulation results and Planet-Lab experiments aiming at showing the joint scalability and reliability properties of this kind of architecture are gathered in §V.
THE ONE-TO-MANY TCP OVERLAY

A. Mulricast Overiqs
In contrast to native reliable IP multicast where the nodes of the tree are Internet routers and where specific routing and control mechanisms are needed, overlay multicast uses a tree where the nodes are end-systems and where the currently available point to point connections between end-systems are the only requirement. An arc in the overlay network represents the path between the two nodes that it connects. While this path may traverse several routers in the physical network (see Ficgre 1 (left and center), and the models introduced in SUI), this level of abstraction considers the path as a direct link in the overlay network. The point-to-point communication between a mother node and a daughter node is carried out by TCP. We shall assume that in all TCP connections, Fast Retransmit Fast Recovery [18] is implemented. We consider both situations with and without Selective Acknowledgment (SACK). In the scalability analysis of Section 111. we also consider the case of Early Congestion Notification (ECN) as an intermediate step. On each node (except for the root node), there is an input buffer, corresponding to the receiver window of the upstream TCP, and, except for the leaf nodes, there are several output buffers, also reierred to as forwarding buffers, one for each downstream TCP connections. There is also a backup buffer in each of these intermediate nodes storing copies of packets which are copied out from the input buffer (receiver window) to the output (forwarding) buffers. These backup buffers are used when TCP connections are re-established for the daughter nodes after their mother node fails. Figure 1 (right) illustrates these buffering mechanisms. Throughout this paper we shall assume that all these buffers have finite sizes BIN, BOOT, RBncK (for. respectively, input buffer, output buffer and backup buffer).
In this paper, we do not consider the tree constructionloptimization issue. Rather, we assume that the tree topology is given, and that the out-degrees (or fan-out) are bounded by a constant D.
We consider several tree topologies, for which we introduce the following generic notation: we number end-systems by a pair (k,Z). The first index k gives their distance to the root of the tree (or levd). The second index I allows one to number end-systems with the same level. For the case of a complete binary tree, the end-systems with the same distance k from the root are labeled by numbers 1 = 0, . . + ~ 2k -1. An example of complete binary tree with height equal to 2 is described on Figure 1 (middle). The mother node of end-system §II-C) The second type of losses will not occur thanks to the back-pressure mechanism of TCP. Indeed, the available space in h e input buffer at the receiver node is advertised to the sender through the acknowledgments of TCP. The acknowledgment packet sent by the receiver of the TCP connection contains the space currently available in the receiver window. The sender will not send a new packet unless the new packet and those "in-fly" packets will hzve room in the receiver window. In addition, when the available input buffer space differs from the last advertised size by two Maximal Segment Size (MSS) or more, which can occur when packets are copied to the output buffers, the. receiver sends a nodfication to the source via a special packet.
The last type of loss is avoided in our architecture. I n d d , a packet will be removed from the input buffer only when it is copied to all of the output buffers. The copy process is blocked when an output buffer is full and is resumed once there is room for one packet in that output buffer. Thus, due to this "blocking" backpressure mechanism, there will be no overflow at the output buffers. In order to help the reader to identify the mechanisms used in end-systems. we have depicted (in Figure 1 (right) ) a zoom of an end-system and of the information exchanged with its mother and daughter nodes, Each bar on this figure represents a sequence of events of a certain type (for instance the sequence of packets departure times from a buffer) and the labels on the arcs represent the lag in the packet sequence number between the events connected by this arc. The interpretation is as follows: for a bar with several incoming arcs, the 712-th event takes place as soon as for all upstream bar, the event of order m minus the lag has taken place.
For instance packet m leaves the input buffer at the latest of the following 3 even@: packet m. arrived in the input packet ni -B$$,:2.11 has been acknowledged. These two types of back-pressure mechanisms guarantee that there will be no losses at the overlay nodes even if they have finite-size buffers. However. these mechanisms will also reduce the throughput of the group communication.
It is crucial to understand the scalability issue, namely to check whether the throughput would vanish when the group size grows.
has been acknowledged;
C. Packet Losses arid Re-sequerrcing
Another factor that could significantly impact the throughput of the group communication is the packet resequencing delay due to losses. In case of a packet loss along a path, TCP retransmits the packet eventually.
However, some packets with larger sequence number arrive before the duplicate (of the lost packet} arrives. These packets are not copied out to forwarding buffers until the duplicate arrives. Such a delay in packet processing has negligible impact to the throughput of the TCP connection in question thanks to the window inflation implemented by Fast Retransmit Fast Recovery 1181. However, it can create extra bwstiness in packet arrival process of the downstream TCP connections. Such perturbations can cause significant performance degradation in these downstream TCP connections and has ripple effects in the corresponding suhtrees. In turn, due to the back pressure mechanisms, these performance degradations impact the root sending rate, and therefore the group communication throughput. Thus, it is very important lo understand how the scalability is affected by possible packet losses in the network.
D, End-to-End Reliabiliw and Backup Buffers
With end-system multicast scheme, an important issue to address is resiliency, i.e., handling node failures and/or departures (possibly without prior notice). For this, one first needs to detect failures. Unfortunately TCP does not provide a reliable and efficient mechanism for detecting nodes that are not responding. Different methods can however be deployed for this purpose, e.g. heartbeat probes, keep-alive signals, etc. A heartbeat message is sent using UDP at regular time intervals to all neighbors of a node, and missins heartbeats from a neighbor indicate a failure. The keep-alive messaging system can be established in a similar way. In this paper, we assume that one of such mechanisms is deployed. The comparison of their efficiency is out of the scope of this paper.
Once a failure is detected, the tree needs to reconfigure in such a way that the daughter nodes of the failed node, as wall as the subtrees they are rooted at, are re-attached to the original tree, A new TCP connection is established for each re-attachment. in other words, we need to find "step-mothers" for the daughter nodes of the failed node.
'here are a variety of ways to reconfigure the tree. We proposed and evaluated an algorithm in [ 191, We will not discuss this issue in this paper due to space constraint.
In order to achieve end-to-end reliability, we need to ensure the data integrity while providing resiliency.
In other words, we need to make sure that when these daughter nodes (of the failed node) are attached to the remainin2 tree, the new mother nodes have the data that are old enough so that these daughter nodes, as well as their offspring, receive the entire sequence of packets that the root sends out. For this purpose, we implement backup buffers in the end-systems so that whenever a new TCP connection is established, the packets in the backup buffer of the sender are sent out first via this new connection. In this way, the sender starts with these packets that have smaller sequence numbers than those in the input buffer of the sender.
We show in Section IV that if the size of the backup buffer is large enough compared to those of input and output buffers, then the end-to-end reliability is guaranteed even if there are multiple simultaneous failures.
MODELING AND SCALABILITY AN.4LYSlS
The aim of this section is to prove that h e reliable overlay multicast architecture described above is scalable in the sense that the throughput of the group is lower bounded by a positive constant irrespective of the size of the group. We show that even in a multicast tree of infinite size with the back-pressure mechanisms, the group throughput is positive, provided certain statistical assumptions hold on the individual point to point routes that basically guarantee the good behavior of each TCP connection in a stand-alone situation (e.g. bound on the number of hops, bound on the packet loss probability etc.). This is an unexpected resuh in view of the preliminary simulation results reported in LIZ], and also contrasts with the non-scalability results reported in the literature on IP-supported reliable multicast.
The packets of the multicast flow compete with those of other Aows for the resources of each router-link in each TCP connection. On each such resource, this competition creates additional queuing delays between the processing of successive packets of the multicast flow. We model routers as single server queues with FlFO discipline and infinite buffer (losses are taken into account as an exogenous process, which controls the window evolution). In these queues, we only consider the packets of the multicast flow but we expand their processing times to random aggregared service gims in order to take this effect into account (see [201, [16] , [I71 for more details on this representation of the influence of cross-traffic). The processing of packets inside the overlay network and Ihe mechanisms already described can then be all explicitly described in a global discrete event dynamical systems, which is defined below.
The proof is made under a set of stochastic assumptions described below which covers both the case of ECN packet marking, as well as packet losses. We first presenk the model in h e former case, and introduce later the more complex packet losses, retransmission and resequencing phenomena described in §II-C,
A. The Model for rlie ECN Packet Marking Case
We introduce the following notation:
The TCP conrzectioizs to end-system ( k ) I) is labeled with the index ( k , 1). It has a route that consists of a sequence of H (~+ J ) routers in series. 
. , H (~, J ) .
We denote accordingly the buffer for router h of connection ( k 7 I ) by (k, 1, h). Each router is modeled as a single server qucue containing only packets from the reference connection. The service time for these packets in this queue is a random variables describing the impact of cross traffic, also called Aggregated Service R'me. It is denoted by for packet nz through router with index h in connection ( k , 1).
We also introduce labels for the other buflers used by TCP connection ( k , I ) : label ( k , 1, beg) denotes the output buffer of node ( k -l,m(k,l)) on the socket correspondin_e to TCP connection (k, I ) ; label (IC, I, end) denotes the input buffer of node (S, E), that is the destination of this connection.
TCP Window flow control:
Let ( W g " ) ) m l l denote the window size sequence for TCP connection (kII). More precisely, W, is the window size seen by packet nz. This sequence takes its values in the set {1,2,. . . ? Wmax}, where Wkax is the maximal window size. We assume the following random evolution (corresponding to TCP RENO'S congestion avoidance AlMD (Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease) rule) for this sequence: when it is qua1 to w, the window increases of a size corresponding to one MSS after w packets (additive increase rule), if there is no packet marked with ECN ; when a packet is marked by one of the routers, the window is halved (mu1 tiplicative decrease ruIe); actually, an integer approximation of halving is used so as to keep j k , l ) .
the window in the set { 1 ? 2, . . . , WkaX I; similarly, if the window is equal to Wm,, ir remains equal to this value until the next packet marking. If one assumes packets to be marked independently with probability p(k.l), then (W$E))mis an aperiodic and ergodic Markov chain 1201). Remark: In this model, we are not including the SlowStart phase. and Time-outs that occur and reinitialize the window after a source starvation or a large variation of delay. Both can be taken into account in simulations but for the cases that we are presenting in this paper, we have observed that they do not impact the long-term throughput. Also, we assume that each packet is acknowledged. In TCP implementations, an acknowledgment is sent for every second segment. This is taken into account by saying that a packet transmission in the model represent the transmission of two MSS in the TCP conneciion.
B. Evolirtioiz Equation
The system that we described above can still be represented exactly using (max,plus) linear recursions, that we know discuss in detail. We shall see that they are instrumental for the scalability analysis and for simulations of large networks presented in §V-A. ( k , l ) , and is transmitted into each output buffer of node ( k , l ) .
The network (except for the root) is assumed to be empty initially of any packets of the communication.
This can be represented by taking ~2~' '~) = --03 for any nz < 0. Then. with the above assumptions, the dynamics of the model presented in the last subsection is given by the following evolution equations at the roo[ node :
where V denotes the maximum, For a node ( k : Z ) , I; 2 1, 12 0:
Let G be the graph where the set of vertices is:
, m E Z} and the set of edges E is: El U E2 U E3 U Ed U E5 with: 
D. Model for Packet Losses
Our aim in this section is not to build an exact model for the case with packet losses, but rather to describe a simplified and tractable model obtained via a set of conservative transformations. For proving the scalability in this case (namely the positiveness of throughput in the exact model for an infinite tree), it will hence be enough to prove that the simplified conservative model scales in the same sense. in the case where TCP is implementing SACK. If this is not the case. it should be equal to a sum of 2 x Wm independent variables with this law, as several packets may be retransmitted.
We also add the following edges to link this vertex to the vertical and horizontal structure. 
E. The Last-Mile Effect
The following issue should be taken into account in the models: if the out-degree of some node of the tree is large, then the access link from this node may become the actual bottleneck due to the large number of simultaneous transfers originating from this node. Hence the throughput of the transfers originating from this node may in fact very well be significantly affected by the other transfers originating from the very same node. This "last-mile Iink" effect can be incorporated in our model. The extra traffic created by the transfers not located on the reference path can be represented by an increase of the aggregated service times (we remind that aggregated service times represent the effect of cross traffic on the reference TCP transfer). In order to keep this under control, the general idea is then to keep a deterministic bound, say D , on the out degree of any node in the tree. Using arguments similar to those in 1171, it is easy to show that provided bandwidth sharing is fair on the lastmile link, then the system where all aggregated service Hence, whenever the out-degree of any node is bounded by a constant, the proof of the scalability of throughput for the case without this last-mile effect extends to a proof of scalability with this ef'fect taken into account.
E Throughput ScalabiliQ Result
In this section we are interested in the throughput of the group communication when the size of the tree gets large. For this, we directly consider infinite trees.
We call the homogeneous model (resp. the nonhomogeneous model) the case where: Each node in the mee has a fun-out degree fixed D (resp. bounded from above by 0); All back-pressure hjj'ers have the same size for any end-system in the tree (resp. they are bounded from below by constants BIN and Born>; The mutes used by all TCP connections are structurally and statistically equivalent (resp. offer minimal stmctural and statistical guarantee). More precisely, the number of hops H is h e same for all connections (resp. bounded from above by H ) ; the ECN packet marking or packet losses process is independent and identically distributed in all connections with probability p (resp. independent with a probability that is smaller than 11) ; and finally the aggregated service times are independent in all routers, and identically distributed with law U (resp. it is bounded in the strong ordering sense from above by a random variable ~7') with a finite mean. 
Iv. END-TO-END RELIA3ILITY
As we mentioned in Section 111, using TCP for point-to-point connections guarantees reliable transfers between the nodes of the group, but does not provide uninterrupted transmission in cases when a transit node suddenly stops functioning. Daughter nodes of the failing node must restore connection to the multicast group, and they should receive all stream packets.
Avoiding interruption in packet sequence may not be trivial, especially for nodes distant from the root, since the packets that these nodes were receiving at the time of failure may have been already processed and discarded by all other group members, except for the failed node. We employ backup buffers to create copies of stream content which could be otherwise lost during node failure. Figure 1 (right) illustrates our approach. While data is moved from the input buffer to the output buffers, a copy of data leaving input buffer is saved in the backup buffer. The backup buffer can then be used to restore packets which were lost during node failure.
We will show below that this end-to-end reliability can be achieved through the backup buffers, provided they are sized appropriately. We will formally derive a formula for the size of the backup buffer. We shall also present leave/"oin algorithms so as to keep the group throughput scalable.
Definition of End-to-End Reliability. We define overlay multicast system to be end-lo-end reliable with folerance to T failures, if after removing simulraneouslv r nodes from the multicast tree and restoring connectivity. transmission can be continued, and all remaining nodes receive entire transmission in the same sequence. In other words, failure of r nodes does not lead to any changes in the sequence or content of the stream received at the remaining nodes. However recovering from failure may incur a delay, which is required to restore connectivity.
During the time when the system is recovering from T failures, it is not guaranteed to recover correctly from any additional failures. However if I, for some 1 5 I 5 T , failures occur, the system wiII be able to recover from additional (T -I ) failures even if the failures happen before the system has completely recovered. In such situations new failures occumng during recovery will increase total recovery time.
Let BF$ and B F be the maximum sizes of output and input buffers in the system, respectively. Failure Recovery and Leave/Join Operations. We use the following simple algorithm to recover from failures and restore connectivity when nodes leave. We shall call node (k', 1') surviving ancestor of node ( k , l ) , if the mother of node ( k + I> did not survive the failure, and (a', 1') is the fist surviving node on the path from ( k : I) to the root, Each disconnected end-system ( k , 1) must be reconnected to a node that belongs to the subtree of the surviving ancestor (A?, 1') . After connection is restored, the nodc (k', E') stops receiving and retransmits all packets contained in its backup buffer. Then it continues the transmission ;ss usual. Intermediate nodes on the new path from (k',I') to (k,i), as well as all nodes in the entire subtree of ( k , E), must be able to ignore the packets that they have already received, and simply forward them to downstream nodes. Proof of the following theorem and a more detailed description of leavdjoin procedures are presented in 1191. In the case with random failures, an interesting question is that of the evaluation of the stationary probability of izehvork failures (defined as node failures which cannot be recovered), in function of the backup buffer size (T), the node failure rate and the recovery rate. The simplest model is when we assume that the times in between node failures are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) exponentials, and that node recovery times are i.i.d. exponentials too, then the network failure probability can be upper bounded by the loss probability in the AI/lCi/r/r queue, where the service times are the recovery times and the arrivals correspond to node failures. Of course, a realistic model would have an arrival rate that depends OR the size of the tree, and possibly more general statistics than exponential. The analysis of such scenarios will be the topic of a companion paper.
v. SiMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have carried out extensive simulations and a number of experiments in order to support and complement our theoretical investigations presented in the previous two sections. In this section, we report and comment on these empirical results.
A. Scatabiliry Analysis issirzg Sirnulation
We first report the simulation studies on the scalability
issue. In particular we analyze the throughput obtained for long file transfers in large groups. We use for this purpose a (max,plus) simulator based on the evolution equations of $111-B. Its main advantase of this equationbased simulator compared to the traditional discreteevent simulators is that it allows one to handle much larger trees.
We have chosen MSS=100B, so that a packet is
200B (see the discussion at the end of $111-A). In each simulation run, we simulate the transmissions of 10M packets (or 2GB of data). We only report results on the complete binary tree case. Each TCP connection involved goes through 10 routers in series, and all the packets transmitted on this connection have an independent probability p to get a negative feedback (loss or ECN marking). By default, p = 0.01.
In this paper we choose BIN = 50 packets (i.e. IOKB),
and BOUT varies as 50,100,1000 and 10 000 packets (resp. IOKB. ZOKB, 200KB, 2MB). Consequently, for each connection Wm,, = min(BIN, Born) = 50 packets.
As is described in 5 111, the cross traffic is characterized by the Aggregated Service Times in each router. In these simulations we have considered both exponential (the default option) and Pareto random values with mean equal to lOms for each router/link.
Throughput Scalability. We have simulated complete binary trees of sizes up to 1023 nodes, with different variants of handling of losses: TCP RENO type (with fast retransmit), TCP SACK and TCP over ECN. We also considered the impact of output buffer size. Figure 3 (left) illustrates the throughput as a function of the group size in the case of TCP SACK. It is easy to see that, quite intuitively, the group throughput is a decreasing function of the group size and an increasing function of the output buffer size. Observe that when the output buffer is large (say more than 1000 packets), the throughput flattens out very quickly with small groups (less than 10 nodes). For smaller output buffers, the convergence to the asymptotic throughput can be observed when the group size reaches 100 nodes. The two other variants of TCP exhibit similar behavior: with the same configuration, TCP without SACK has a throughput that is about 8% less than that of TCP SACK; whereas TCP over ECN has slightly better throughput with about 2% improvement over TCP SACK.
Comparison between Asymptotic Throughput and
Single Connection Throughput. In [I71 it was shown for the case without back pressure that the group throughput is equal to the minimum of hose of the single connections without constraint on the packet availability at the senders (such throughput is referred to as local rhroughprrt). Thus, for the homogeneous case, this translates into the fact that the group throughput is identical to the local throughput. In our case, there is no hope that such a relation holds due to the back pressure mechanisms. It is however interesting to know how far the group asymptotic throughput is from the local throughput. In the following table, we report the ratio of these two quantities: It is worthwhile observing that lhe group throughput with l a z e output buffers is very close to the local throughput. In other words, large output buffers alleviate in a very significant way the effect of the back pressure mcchanisms. Even if the output buffer is small, say 50 packets (identical to the input buffer), the degradation of the group throughput due to back pressure mechanisms is moderate (less than 18%).
Rerwrk:
The previous result, which shows that backpressure leads to moderate lhroughput degradation. is not restricted to the homogeneous case. Under the heterogeneous model assumptions, a simple stochastic monotonicity argument shows that the group throughput is larger than that of the homogeneous case where each connection is replaced by a connection stochastically equivalent to the one w i t h the worst long term average. So, if we consider the same metric as above, namely the group throughput degradation compared to the reference throughput (the minimum long term average throughput among all point to point connections in a stand-alone mode), then the degradation in the heterogeneous case is less than that of the homogeneous one.
Impact of Cross Traffic Distribution. In our model, cross traffic at the routers is represented throuzh aggregated service times. The impact of the distribution of aggregated service times is studied in Figwe 3 jmiddle) via simulation, In this figure, we plot the group throughput as a function of the group size for exponential and Pareto distributions with different parameters. We can see that the heavier the tail of this distribution, the smaller the throughput. We also observe that even for heavy tail distributions like Pareto, when the second moment is finite (e.g. for the case with parameter 2.1) the throughput curve has a shape similar to that of the exponential distribution. However, when the second moment no longer exists, the throughput curve decays much faster. This suggests that the light tail distribution assumption in Theorem 1 might possibly be relaxed and replaced by some moment conditions (see §VI).
Impact of Packet Loss Probability. As we pointed out earlier in this section, the asymptotic group throughput is relatively close to the throughput of a single connection (i.e. local throughput) when the output buffer is large. We have done extensive simulations which suggest that, even with the back pressure mechanisms, the group throughput has a similar shape as that of the singleconnection throughput. Figure 3 (right) In our implementation, the failing node closes alI ils connections, and failure is detected by detecting dropped connections. After the failure is detected, the orphaned daughter node listens for an incoming connection from the surviving ancestor, We measure the interval between the time when failure is detected, and the time when connection is restored. This time interval is measured separately at the two participating nodes: surviving mother (M), and daughter ID). The results of our measurements are summarized in Figure 4 (top). The average reconnection time in seconds and number of retransmitted packets per one failure are given per one failure. The average group throughput is given per experiment. In these experiments, the average number of retransmitted packets is about half of the backup buffer size. The TCP sessions are re-established in a few seconds, in the same order as the TCP timeout. As the failure. detection can be achieved in a few seconds as well, our experiment resuIts show that the entire procedure of failure detection and reconnection can be completed in a few seconds. there are no failures, the larger the buffers the more scalable the group throughput is. However, with larger buffers, the backup buffer size has to be increased proportionally in order to guarantee the end-to-end reliability. The above experiment showed that when failures do occur, the redundant transmissions will be increased as a consequence of larger backup buffers. These redundant transmissions will in turn reduce the group throughput. We here investigate into this issue. We consider a chain of 10 nodes and we generate 2,4'and 6 failures (in a sequential way, so that the system just need to tolerate 1 failure). Figure 4 (bottom) reports the throughput measurements obtained with these settings and with different output buffer sizes. The backup buffer size is set to the input buffer size and twice the output buffer size. It is interesting to see that when the buffer sizes increase, the group throughput can actually decrease. While we cannot make general claims based on these observations alone, these experiments do show that the throughput monotonicity in buffer size no longer holds in the presence of failures. The more frequent the failures are, the more severe (negative) impact large buffers would have on the group throughput. VI. CONCLUSIONS Our first conclusion is that reliable multicast overlays can be deployed on top of the current TCP/IP by adding a light set of application layer hack-pressure mechanisms that guarantee both end-to-end flow control and reliability, The one-to-many TCP overlay architecture is TCP based and hence TCP friendly; in particular it adapts the local rate in each part of the tree to the state of congestion of this part. It is also fully decenLraIiz4 in that the control actions taken by any given point to point TCP connection propagate to the whole tree via neighboring end-systems only; in particular, there is no need for end-systems to send information back to the root of the tree as in rate control based architectures.
A second important observation concerns the fear that as more and more TCP connections get interconnected in such a multicast overlay, some slow down experienced by distant connections might propagate to the root via back-pressure, leading the group throughput to vanish as the number of end-system grows. We have shown that such a fear has no grounds, provided all point to point connections that are used within the overlay use routes that offer minimal quality guarantees and provided the fan-out degree of the multicast tree is bounded.
Such architectures can be used for group communications of arbitrarily large sizes and still provide a group throughput that is close to that of a single point to point connection with these minimal guarantees.
Surprisingly, this conclusion holds m e even in the case of moderate input and output buffers. Moderate buffers even seem to be a good tradeoff within this context: they allow more efficient recovery mechanisms in case of failures and, according to OUT simulation results, they do not affect too severely the group throughput if not too small. An optimal buffer size offering a good compromise between throughput and reliability could in principle be advertised to the group.
One possible extension of this work is to consider structures other than a single multicast tree to achieve higher throughput and resiliency. Multiple distribution trees can be used simultaneously, see for example SplitStream [22] and CoopNet [23] . SplitStream splits the data into a number of sections and dispatches the sections to different edge-disjoint trees. Indeed, the framework that we propose can readily be applied in this context. Each multicast tree can be implemented using the one-tomany TCP Overlay, thus reaching throughput larger than h a t of a single tree, while preserving the scalability and reliability characteristics of ow architecture.
Another direction of future investigation is the relaxation of the light-tail assumption made in Theorem 1 . Indeed, in the case of an infinite chain (a special case of tree), it can be shown, by applying a result of 1241, that when the aggregated service times have finite moments of order more than two, then the group throughput is lower bounded by a strictly positive constant. Our simulation results also suggest that such a moment condition might be sufficient for the scalability in the tree case.
